This paper surveys the English-language literature on cataloging and classification published during 2011 and 2012, covering both theory and application. A major theme of the literature centered on Resource Description and Access (RDA), as the period covered in this review includes the conclusion of the RDA test, revisions to RDA, and the implementation decision. Explorations in the theory and practical applications of the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR), upon which RDA is organized, are also heavily represented. Library involvement with linked data through the creation of prototypes and vocabularies are explored further during the period. Other areas covered in the review include: classification, controlled vocabularies and name authority, evaluation and history of cataloging, special formats cataloging, cataloging and discovery services, non-AACR2/RDA metadata, cataloging workflows, and the education and careers of catalogers.

Cataloging practice is undergoing enormous change as the library community responds to the development and adoption of a new cataloging code, Resource Description and Access (RDA); the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR), which is a theoretical model upon which RDA is constructed; and is transitioning into linked data and the Semantic Web. General anxiety and concern about the impending adoption of RDA due to its economic, operational, and technical viability led the three US national libraries—the Library of Congress (LC), the National Library of Medicine (NLM), and the National Agriculture Library (NAL)—to commence a national test of RDA that officially ended in March 2011, and ultimately resulted in the decision to adopt and implement RDA no earlier than January 1, 2013. This literature review period, 2011–12, thus covers the results of the test by the official RDA test participants who were involved in RDA testing, and the outburst of opinions and preparations regarding the library community’s adoption and implementation of RDA. The literature is also full of articles highlighting theoretical and practical experiences with the FRBR family of models, considerations and prototype projects of applying linked data principles to library data, and explorations of data beyond Machine Readable Cataloging (MARC) syntax, which all form the overarching themes of this review. Comparisons between user-contributed
metadata and subject vocabularies to enhance access to library resources made fine contributions to the existing literature on the topic. Articles related to cataloging as a profession, cataloging history, cataloging education, workflows, and discovery services are explored in a way that depict the developments in and current status of the field and are well represented in the review. Classification using established classification systems and adaptations of those systems continued to be present in the literature.

**Method**

The authors began the project by setting up accounts and a group project in Mendeley, a citation management software (www.mendeley.com). The service allows a group of authors to share a set of articles, notes, annotations, and tags. Search terms and tags assigned to articles were tracked using a spreadsheet shared in Google Drive. The authors hired a student to search and upload articles to the private group. Searching was done in *Library Literature and Information Science Full Text* and *Library, Information Science, and Technology Abstracts*, and limited to publication years 2011 and 2012 and English language material. The search terms used were: cataloging, bibliographic control, information organization, AACR2, RDA, MARC formats, authority control, classification, Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), Library of Congress Classification (LCC), subject headings, Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), FRBR, metadata, user contributed metadata, WorldCat, linked data, Dublin Core (DC), batch loading, vendor records, technical services and workflow, technical services and reorganization, and catalog records. The authors also reviewed tables of contents from selected journals that had a scope specific to library technical services to check for any missed articles, reviewed WorldCat for monographic material, and incorporated monographs from book reviews. A total of 1,421 deduplicated citations were entered into Mendeley. The authors read and reviewed the entries, tagged them in appropriate subject areas, and removed citations that were not considered within the scope of the review. Contributions were considered in scope if the focus was on the library practice or theory of bibliographic control, classification, or library standards for organization of information. The authors chose not to include literature on data curation, discovery tools (except as they specifically intersected with cataloging theory and practice), indexing and abstracting issues, and non-descriptive metadata. The authors excluded content with a serials focus because of the existence of a separate literature review on serials published within *Library Resources and Technical Services*. A total of 481 entries remained, with 267 published in 2011 and 213 published in 2012.

Clearly too many articles to describe within a single review, articles ultimately cited were those with particular significance to an area or representative of a theme in the literature. Many worthwhile contributions were omitted due to space constraints. The articles have been organized into six major categories. Table 1 details the number of articles tagged for each given area. Because many articles were assigned multiple tags, the sum exceeds 481.

**Cataloging Standards: RDA and FRBR**

The two most widely discussed topics in the cataloging and classification literature were the new cataloging code, RDA, and the conceptual framework upon which RDA is based, FRBR. Given the significant events that unfolded during the literature review period—the conclusion of the RDA test, revisions to RDA, the decision of the US national libraries to adopt RDA—the emphasis on RDA is not surprising. Papers on RDA included basic descriptions of RDA for the uninitiated, explorations of the differences between RDA and AACR2, results of the test, revisions to RDA, the decision of the US national libraries to adopt RDA—the emphasis on RDA is not surprising. Papers on RDA included basic descriptions of RDA for the uninitiated, explorations of the differences between RDA and AACR2, results of the test, ideas for implementation, and opinions and concerns for the future. The FRBR family (which includes the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records, the Functional Requirements for Authority Data (FRAD), and the Functional Requirements for
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**Table 1. Distribution of Articles in Literature Review**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Literature Review</th>
<th>Number of Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cataloging Standards: RDA, FRBR, and BIBFRAME</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked Data and Bibliographic Data Standards</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Vocabularies and Authority Control</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliographic Control (contains evaluation and history of cataloging; special formats cataloging; discovery services; non-AACR2/RDA metadata; workflows and cooperative cataloging)</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogers: Education and Careers</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resource Description and Access (RDA)

Ever since RDA was released in draft form in 2008 and later online as the RDA Toolkit in 2010, it has received a lukewarm response from the library community due to concerns about its economic, operational, and technical feasibility. The three US national libraries organized a national test of RDA and the RDA Toolkit from July 2010 to March 2011. In June 2011, they announced their plans to adopt RDA and implement it no sooner than January 2013 with specific recommendations regarding changes to RDA such as: rewording RDA in plain English, enhancing and improving functionality of the RDA Toolkit, and coordinating RDA training. The literature published in 2011 is replete with reports of RDA testing by US academic libraries, public libraries, library schools, and informal testing by various ALCTS committees, of which only a small handful can be covered here. A special theme issue of Cataloging and Classification Quarterly edited by Hall-Ellis and Ellett on RDA testing captures the experiences of test participants, their perspectives on the implementation of RDA, and lessons learned during the process of creating bibliographic description according to the new rules of RDA. Kuhagen relates the details of the training undertaken by LC for the test participants and lessons learned that could be easily applied by other libraries implementing RDA. Cronin describes the experiences of being an RDA test participant and strategies to fully implement RDA after the test period, emphasizing that at least a brief introduction to FRBR is necessary. He highlights major issues in managing an RDA implementation, which include staff training, changes in cataloging procedures, preparing an integrated library system for RDA, merging AACR2 and RDA records, display challenges, and the cost effect on outsourced cataloging and authority control. Other articles describe the RDA testing experiences and results among different user communities and resource types, and testing performed by library information science educators.

The RDA Toolkit is a web-based online product that provides RDA text and cataloging-related resources including AACR2, crosswalks between AACR2 and RDA, workflows, and links to Cataloger’s Desktop (https://desktop.loc.gov). Strengths noted in the literature include easy navigation, a comprehensive table of contents, workflow features, and simple and advanced search features. Drawbacks include the ongoing expense of a subscription to the Toolkit, which is especially a concern for smaller libraries that are unsure about whether they will adopt RDA; problems synchronizing the table of contents to the current location of text in the Toolkit; and the need for multiple windows. RDA test participants also expressed a lack of confidence in the Toolkit’s navigation, searching, and workflow features, and complained that the Toolkit’s structure is not intuitive and takes too much time to understand.

Since the development of RDA, the cataloging community has expressed divided opinions on its perceived merits and flaws. Johnson reflects on the experiences of libraries when AACR2 was implemented. She notes that AACR2 implementation was stressful due to changes in the rules for constructing headings for names and titles, closing the card catalog, and shifting to an online catalog. Randall approaches criticism about RDA, its implementation, and RDA testing optimistically, suggesting that both RDA and AACR2 faced similar economic constraints, technological challenges, and implementation issues. RDA has been issued as libraries are experimenting with discovery layers to provide seamless access to library metadata while facing economic challenges, waiting for revisions to the wording of the text of RDA, and, most importantly, anticipating MARC’s successor. Randall believes that if AACR2 was successfully implemented during its own challenges, the same will happen for RDA.

For catalogers with little or no prior RDA knowledge, Tillett’s article sets the context of understanding RDA and FRBR and touches upon all major issues related to RDA. She offers a general overview of FRBR, provides a history of why RDA was developed, and discusses how RDA can be used as linked data for the Semantic Web. She points out that RDA has an element-based approach that helps differentiate names and relationships that machines can easily use. Readers seeking an introductory book to the cataloging of all types of resources will benefit from reading Welsh and Batley’s Practical Cataloguing: AACR2, RDA and MARC 21, and those wanting a focus on e-resources should review Describing Electronic, Digital, and Other Media Using AACR2 and RDA by Weber and Austin. Both are valuable resources for cataloging materials in RDA and provide an introduction to the FRBR model with numerous examples of how records are created in AACR2 and RDA. Although RDA provides an overarching framework to create consistent bibliographic information, it also provides more flexibility for options and use of cataloger’s judgment that could lead to loss of consistency in the catalog. According to McCutcheon, guidance in creating local “best practices” is important for copy catalogers. He provides descriptions of field-by-field instructions...
for copy catalogers to review MARC records in RDA, particularly monographs, to ensure consistency in the catalog.

**FRBR Family**

It has been over a decade since FRBR was developed yet the community is still struggling to grasp it as an acceptable model. A special issue of *Cataloging and Classification Quarterly* edited by Smiraglia on the “The FRBR Family of Models” contributes extensively to the debate, research, and analysis surrounding FRBR. Papers in this issue explore the FRBR family of models including FRAD, FRSAD, and FRBRoo. The major themes are FRBR implementation studies; FRBR extension studies; FRBR and cataloging code; and the connection between FRBR, linked data, and the Semantic Web. These studies offer deeper interpretations and understandings of issues related to FRBR and attempt to answer the question: is FRBR still relevant today, especially in the world of linked data?

Smiraglia draws attention to some of the major problems or lacunae of FRBR—identification and definition of entities “work” and “expression.” He comments that the problem of inherent hierarchical sequence of work, expression, manifestation, and item in FRBR weakens the applicability of FRBR to the complex universe of bibliographic data. He questions whether it is pragmatic to construct future catalogs around the idea of “work.” FRBR, when developed more than a decade ago as a conceptual model, was believed to provide structure and format to the library catalog. Technology now allows for the transfer of library records in RDF format and in linked data format without FRBRizing catalogs. Le Bouef, in the foreword to the special issue, urges the library community to consider the reformulation of FRBR with the object-oriented definition FRBRoo. In 2009, an international working group harmonized two conceptual models, FRBR and the Comité International pour la Documentation Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC-CRM—a model developed in 1996 by the museum community) into what is now known as FRBRoo. Thus, in Le Bouef’s estimation, in the last fourteen years FRBR has metamorphosed into the current pinnacle of FRBRoo, promising a new future for bibliographic data.

The use of FRBR principles in RDA has become a focal point of many debates. Taniguchi examined how RDA implements the FRBR and FRAD models and how it differs from FRBR while it specifies relationships between works and manifestations. The author proposes a new model for FRAD to better reflect RDA. Riva and Oliver offer an in-depth review of the extent of RDA alignment and divergence with FRBR and FRAD with respect to user tasks, entities, attributes, and relationships. RDA’s treatment of names and identifiers as data elements is closer to the FRBR attributes than to the FRAD concept of them as separate entities. For those interested in exploring subject analysis within the context of the FRBR conceptual model (including FRAD and FRSAD) and RDA, Zavalina explores the history of subject analysis and its lack of prominence within cataloging codes, and also explores the FRSAD concepts of “thema” and “nomen.” For those interested in exploring authority control within the FRBR family, Doerr, Riva, and Žumer explain how conceptual models allow for the consistent use of identity, identification, and appellation that are crucial for authority control.

Zhang and Salaba conducted three user studies for FRBRizing catalogs. Users preferred the FRBR-based catalogs rather than regular catalogs due to their superior organization and faceted display, and were better able to accomplish their tasks, especially with known author or title searches. Morse describes how cartographic materials and sheet maps fit into the entity-relationship model of FRBR. Morse found that “the nontextual nature of sheet maps makes them difficult to fit into relationship taxonomies developed primarily for textual resources.”

One of the criticisms of FRBR is that it was developed fourteen years ago and that the library community is too late in adopting it. Rose points out that during that time, next generation catalogs have appeared and catalog design has moved away from FRBR, and so creating the FRBRizing catalog now is a moot point. Allison-Cassin offers an intellectual critique of how bibliographic data are organized in RDA and its underlying conceptual foundation of FRBR. She argues that the FRBR model is complex, rigid, causes imbalance in defining certain relationships over others, and removes serendipity in finding library data. To make bibliographic data more accessible to outside web services and systems, she proposes a new model of cataloging using linked data. Additional limitations of FRBR as it relates to linked data are noted below.

**The Future of Bibliographic Data Recording Formats: BIBFRAME**

The probable move away from MARC as the main data recording format for resource description invites commentary within the literature. MARC is not seen as compatible with the Semantic Web. Lee and Jacob, in an exploration of an alternative data format for holding bibliographic information, note that “MARC’s ability to represent relationships between bibliographic entities with multilayered characteristics also is problematic because of its linearity and its flat, single-layered structure.” They present an alternative approach to bibliographic data, creating a conceptual structure to identify core bibliographic elements and connect MARC elements to their related FRBR attributes and vice-versa. Whereas their proposed structure is conceptual, not
syntactic, the ideas are a step toward introducing relationships in catalogs.

During the period of this literature review, LC began research into developing a replacement for MARC and contracted with Zepheira to launch the Bibliographic Framework (BIBFRAME) Transition Initiative. Within ALA, the Library and Information Technology Association (LITA) and the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS), with the support of the Reference and Users Services Association (RUSA), formed the ALCTS/LITA Metadata Standards Committee, which began work during the ALA Midwinter meeting in January 2013 to consider new metadata. While the new committee could consider voting on issues related to MARC, MARC is not expected to be the its prevailing focus.

In early 2012, LC released a report on BIBFRAME. The report provides details about four BIBFRAME classes: Creative Work, Instance, Authority, and Annotation. It is designed to represent the relationships between entities as outlined in FRBR, and is presented in an RDF serialization to be compatible with linked data. Ford, recognizing both the virtues of a new format and the need to manage MARC legacy data, states, “Transition away from MARC will not be revolutionary, but a gradual process that ensures data integrity, system stability, and that no group is unintentionally left behind, in so far as is manageable.”

**Linked Data and Bibliographic Data Standards**

Although the concept of linked data has existed since Berners-Lee coined the term “Semantic Web” in 2001, it has grown in importance to both the library community and the greater web world. For readers new to the concept, one of the most comprehensive introductions and foundational readings on the subject is Coyle’s review and description of linked data and Semantic Web standards in *Library Technology Reports*, “Linked Data Tools: Connecting on the Web.” It is dedicated to explaining linked data, and provides an excellent starting point for understanding both what linked data are and their potential transformative power. Another excellent foundational article for understanding linked data and their potential for libraries is Schreur’s “The Academy Unbound.” The current system of a master record in MARC format residing in a shared utility while individual libraries maintain their own copies is duplicative and inefficient, and MARC format does not interface well with the web environment. Pieces of a catalog record, though they make sense within the context of that record, have little meaning outside of the record, unlike a triple, which is self-contained. Catalogers need to let go of the concept of a bibliographic record and instead consider the individual triple statements that together make up a description of a resource, which Schreur labels a paradigm shift.

There is a growing body of literature that provides concrete examples of projects and prototypes using linked data. LOD projects of the British Library, Deutsche Nationalbibliothek, and OCLC, plus work-to-expression standards, including RDA and FRBR, in linked data terms are described in LC’s paper introducing BIBFRAME. The W3C’s Library Linked Data Incubator Group presented recommendations for libraries to become more involved in linked data projects by identifying data sets that can be exposed as linked data, increasing library participation in Semantic Web standards development, creating URIs and policies for managing linked data vocabularies and URIs, and providing libraries the experience to curate and preserve linked data sets over the long term. The Library Linked Data Workshop, held at Stanford University in 2011, sought to address the recommendations of the incubator group by building understanding and enthusiasm for linked data in libraries and presenting a value statement in support of linked data, with a list of potential linked data projects for libraries.

The Oslo Public Library’s Pode Project highlights how library catalog data can be transformed into linked data. It uses an automated tool to FBBRize the display of MARC catalog records and uses linked data to connect to external sources of information such as DBpedia, Project Gutenberg, and the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF). *Information Standards Quarterly* featured a themed issue on linked data that cited many prominent linked data projects, including OCLC’s use of schema.org to expose WorldCat to search engines. The Europeana Linked Data Pilot uses the Europeana Data Model to allow institutions to contribute their data in a linked data format. The Linked Open Copac and Archives Hub project of JISC uses linked data to connect biographical information to archival resources. In one of the more practical articles for helping institutions take the first step toward linked data, Van Hooland, Verborgh, and Van de Walle describe how to use Open Refine as a tool to clean up messy and inconsistent data before transforming them into linked data.

For a comprehensive description of the entire FRBR family’s (FRBR, FRAD, FRSDAD) representation in linked data, readers would be best served to study Dunsire’s paper “Representing the FR Family in the Semantic Web,” which describes the development of the FRBR namespace. Baker critiques how the hierarchal structure within the FRBR Group 1 entities has been expressed in RDF using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) in such a way that there are four differentiated, non-overlapping entities. Thus a triple can belong to only one of the four Group 1 entities, so a resource, for example, cannot be declared both a work and an expression. Murray and Tillett, in their paper, “Cataloging...
Theory in Search of Graph Theory and Other Ivory Towers,” consider how resource description is inherently limited by catalogers’ viewpoints and biases, and suggest using graph theory from mathematics to consider multiple viewpoints and descriptions and link them together.55 They consider a reworking of FRBR’s representation in RDF, and rather than strict demarcation between the FRBR Group 1 entities, they recommend that the system of description recommended by FRBR be considered as interrelated building blocks describing the characteristics and relationships among the entities.

Both Howarth and LeBoeuf believe that FRBRoo, as an object-oriented model, will be better positioned than the traditional entity-relationship in FRBR to be exposed using RDF technologies.46 Miller expressed concerns about using RDF as the data format for BIBFRAME and RDA data, and feels that like MARC, it is too complex and cumbersome to be adopted by the wider technology community beyond libraries; and the simpler schema.org, launched by Bing, Google, and Yahoo, would better serve libraries.47 Yee expresses concern regarding the decomposition of records into triples, stating, “RDA seems to take it on faith that a huge increase in granularity is a good thing without any prior experimentation to demonstrate how these tinier and tinier bits of data will be reassembled into coherent displays and indexes.”48

### Controlled Vocabularies and Authority Control

Controlled vocabularies and authority control were popular topics in 2011 and 2012. Contributions in this area include the relationship of controlled vocabularies to the Semantic Web; projects to represent and improve the use of controlled vocabulary for retrieval; citations that focus on LCSH; user-contributed tags, including comparisons between them and traditional controlled vocabularies; and research related to name authority control.

The literature also addressed the creation of ontologies and the representation of controlled vocabularies in linked data. Coyle introduces many controlled vocabularies that are being made available in linked data format.49 Allinson describes how the Tate Museum developed its own ontology as part of creating the linked data set in the OpenART project.50 Nisheva-Pavlova and Pavlov provide another example with the description of subject ontology for access to a repository of Bulgarian folk songs.51 Pattuelli describes a project to develop an ontology for a digital primary source collection, “Tobacco Bag Stringing,” at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where instructors planning to use the material provided input into ontology creation and revision.52

There are tools available to find information about different vocabulary projects that can help determine when an existing vocabulary will meet a project’s need or if a new vocabulary is necessary. Hlava describes TaxoBank, a collaborative site where users can search for and add information on controlled vocabularies of all types.53 Another registry is the Open Metadata Registry (OMR), which grew out of the National Science Digital Library (NSDL) Registry.54 Dunsire et al. believe that while there are challenges in reusing other metadata and in trying to align new metadata with existing vocabularies, this type of mapping and alignment will best serve the Semantic Web in the future.55

As a popular controlled vocabulary for subject terms, LCSH was frequently discussed in the literature. For a basic introduction, Broughton’s book, Essential Library of Congress Subject Headings, provides an overview of LCSH and is geared toward UK catalogers who might be unfamiliar with the controlled vocabulary.56 Several articles explore dissatisfaction over LCSH’s coverage of terms used to describe certain populations. Essays by Greenblatt and Roberto complain that Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex, and Queer (LGBTIQ) populations are marginalized or misrepresented in LCSH.57 In a survey distributed at five indigenous-related conferences and events in the US and Canada, respondents indicated dissatisfaction with current terminology in LCSH used to describe Native Americans, particularly in Canada.58

Strader examined the citation practices of 285 theses and dissertations at The Ohio State University (OSU) to compare citation patterns across disciplines and determine the effectiveness of LCSH in providing access across different material types.59 The study revealed that LCSH is less effective in providing subject access to those material types that present new research such as proceedings and presentations, thus suggesting that LCSH, by relying on catalogers’ proposals of new headings through literary warrant, lags behind.

User-contributed metadata to enhance access to resources was discussed frequently within the 2011–12 literature. Terms supplied by users can create a system of related terms and categories, sometimes called a folksonomy. Porter provides an overview of folksonomies and reviews the related literature through 2009.60 Their main disadvantages, lack of semantic and linguistic control, are also their greatest strengths as they are not tied to particular terms, unlike traditional controlled vocabularies. Comparisons between user-contributed metadata and controlled vocabulary systems, particularly LCSH, frequently refer back to criticisms of traditional controlled vocabulary as too rigid and unable to represent the diversity of the users they are trying to serve. Alemu, Stevens, and Ross argue that “a social constructivist approach should be adopted by libraries and other cultural heritage institutions” and that collaborative metadata approaches, where users contribute metadata and there are terms assigned from a controlled vocabulary, will enhance
interoperability by allowing for the representation of multiple viewpoints. As an example of the social constructivist approach, the Center for Colorado and the West at Auraria Library worked with members of Native American tribes and the Latino community to provide enhanced descriptions of digitized materials. Other articles by Anfinnsen, Ghinea, and de Cesare, Lee and Schleyer, and Stvilia, Jörgensen, and Wu explore how user-generated tags and folksonomies can complement, but not replace, controlled vocabularies.

LibraryThing for Libraries (LTFL) provides a corpus of social tags to incorporate into library catalogs. DeZelar-Tiedman compared the University of Minnesota’s catalog of LCSH coverage of literary works and LibraryThing’s tag clouds to evaluate the benefit of LTFL. She suggests the service might benefit most a subset of a library’s catalog, like popular fiction, but also questions if the cost is worthwhile, given that so many searches start outside of the library catalog. Through usability testing, Pirmann notes that LTFL tags show promise for enhancing subject access and discovery of items in the library catalog, but also notes some of their limitations, including the lack of system support for tag-based searches, lack of controlled vocabulary structures, and questionable relevancy of some tags.

A major area of research has been exploring the use of identifiers to disambiguate names. For those unfamiliar with VIAF, Loesch provides an introduction that describes its creation and its contributing partners, including the Program for Cooperative Cataloging’s (PCC) Name Authority Cooperative (NACO), Die Deutsche Bibliothek (German National Library), and the Bibliothèque nationale de France. The International Standard Name Identifier (ISNI), an ISO standard, uses VIAF data, along with industry data, to create what Nuttall and Oh describe as a “party identifier,” which is a rigorous number designed to identify parties responsible for content, both for discovery purposes and for tracking royalties. ISNI allows information to be shared across different domains without revealing sensitive information and, by using a unique identifying number, allows information to be used in linked data applications and to be identified as FRBR Group 2 entities.

Thomas believes that currently, information in authority records displayed to users in the catalog does not provide enough assistance to users to allow them to correctly identify a person. He examines how different web resources, such as the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) and Wikipedia disambiguate names, and suggests that libraries add short descriptive phrases to authority records. Bainbridge, Twidale, and Nichols offer a method for user feedback to improve authority control and assist in name disambiguation. They created a prototype that allows users to confirm or deny potential authority matches, and enables the system to use this feedback to update authority records.

### Classification

The literature published in 2011–12 highlights classification practices of libraries using both standard and custom classification systems. DDC is in its 135th year of publication and its 23rd edition was published in 2011. The 23rd edition is available online as WebDewey, and incorporates the abridged DDC 15th edition. This edition introduces minor changes in terminology, adds more languages in table 6, and relocates numbers within a few classes. Trickey provides an overview of the full 23rd edition of DDC. A series of new topics such as cloud computing, bullying, and Pilates have been added, and the recent edition has increased subject specificity. Using a randomly selected sample of 100 DDC classes, Green studied see-also relationships within DDC that are intended to help catalogers distinguish and select the relevant class, and suggests steps to improve the use of these relationships.

Lösch et al. created a bilingual text corpus using DC metadata collected through the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) and aggregated for the Bielefeld Academic Search Engine (BASE). Each record is annotated with at least one DDC classification number that provides subject mapping of the corpus. Joorabchi and Mahdi propose a prototype software system for automatic classification of scientific documents according to DDC. The authors applied DDC to references in research articles, papers, and reports from CiteSeer, a scientific digital repository.

For readers interested in LCC, Higgins offers a historical account of LCC’s development and its relationship to LCSH. Although LCC is often used in large academic libraries, it reflects “a superannuated American viewpoint” and “systemic problems inherited from the scheme’s founding principles.” Higgins cites examples to illustrate LCC’s inherent quirks and problems, and argues that it fails to meet the needs of the twenty-first century.

Class N or Fine Arts in the LCC is the schedule used the most by fine art libraries. Clarke delves into the history, organization, new editions, and current structure of the Class N schedule, noting some challenges specialized libraries may have, particularly in relation to country of origin and photography. Lee illustrates an example of customizing the N schedule for art libraries by describing the Courtauld Classification System (CCS), used at the Courtauld Institute and adapted from the third edition of the LCC’s N schedule. Customization allows it to fit the library’s collection, but entails a continuing commitment for the library to stay current with modifications to ensure that it reflects the library’s collection and new forms of resources.

Other forms of classification were covered in the literature, including Colon Classification (CC), a faceted classification system developed by Ranganathan and used in
Indian libraries. Bianchini analyzed how FRBRR entities can be mapped to call numbers in CC.80 He illustrates how the different units that compose a full CC call number can be mapped to different attributes within the FRBR family. The Tate Library uses Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) to classify its art materials, with an in-house extension to UDC developed to accommodate materials published in 20th-century art.81 Mages presents the history and inspiration behind the construction of the Bellevue Classification System (BCS), created by nursing instructor Ann Doyle during the 1930s for use in the Bellevue School of Nursing Library.82 The BCS allowed Doyle to represent topics closely related to nursing and to "portray nursing as an intellectual and professional discipline."83

**Bibliographic Control**

The literature was replete with material the authors have grouped under the broad rubric of "Bibliographic Control." This section contains analyses, case studies, thought pieces, pedagogical material, and experiments that relate to the theory and practice of library cataloging and bibliographic control. The diverse topics under this heading are further grouped into the following subheadings: Evaluation and History of Cataloging, Special Formats Cataloging, Discovery Services, Cataloging beyond RDA/AACR2 and MARC, and Workflows and Cooperative Cataloging.

**Evaluation and History of Cataloging**

"Assessing the Cost and Value of Bibliographic Control," a paper by Cronin and Stalberg, grew out of the 2009 Association for Library Collections and Technical Services Heads of Technical Services in Large Research Libraries Interest Group Task Force on Cost/Value Assessment of Bibliographic Control.84 The task force was charged to explore the cost and value of bibliographic control, driven by recommendation 5.1.1.1 of On the Record: Report of the Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control, which focused on developing measures for costs, benefits, and value of bibliographic control.85 Because definitions for the value of bibliographic control were largely missing, the task force chose to define seven operational definitions of value and provided recommendations for a research agenda and strategies for advancing that research.

The articles on the history of cataloging provide background and context to current standards, data formats, and cataloging practice, and frequently speculate on how past practice and ideas can help shape the future. Genetasio explores the genesis of the Statement of International Cataloguing Principles (ICP), published in February 2009.86 The ICP broadens the scope of the earlier Paris Principles to include all types of materials and all aspects of bibliographic and authority data, along with references to ISBD, FRBR, and FRAD. Genetasio criticizes the ICP for its lack of an overall theoretical vision, specificity in bibliographic description, subject cataloging, and general vagueness about the convenience of users.

Seikel and Steele take the reader on a historical journey of MARC starting with the development of MARC I in 1965 and concluding with MARC 21 in the late 1990s.87 The article provides a thorough discussion of how MARC 21 will change with the adoption of RDA, including what new fields and tags will be added to MARC 21 bibliographic and authority formats.

In “The Legacy of the Library Catalogue for the Present,” Miksa elucidates the evolution of the catalog from the middle of the 19th century to the present by discussing four historical themes related to the library catalog to measure its legacy: the dictionary catalog, catalog users and use, developments occurring outside of the library catalog world, and the idea of the objects of the library catalog.88 He traces evolution of the environment for the twenty-first century catalog to explore how change in the catalog may guide the development of present and future library catalogs.

**Special Formats Cataloging**

Contributions to the literature focusing on issues of cataloging and bibliographic control often revolved around issues related to the type of item or format being cataloged. Representative articles in this section include non-Roman scripts, music materials, and Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETDs). Biella and Lerner examined how RDA would affect the cataloging of Hebrewica.89 Their article details the various challenges encountered during the RDA testing period, including determining appropriate dates, recording the statement of responsibility, and Romanization issues. Kudo details problems in the transliteration of Japanese characters due to conflicting policies regarding the Modified Hepburn Romanization system, which result in inconsistencies in the recording of specific sounds and syllables.90 Cataloging works in Romani, a language lacking a governmentally sanctioned “official orthography,” presents a series of distinct challenges, described by Husic, who provides suggestions for transcribing characters that are not part of the Unicode subset used in WorldCat.91

*Directions in Music Cataloging,* a Festschrift to honor music cataloger Arsen Ralph Papakhian, covers a wide range of issues related to music cataloging, including a history of the Music OCLC User group, the LC Genre/Form Terms for Library and Archival Materials (LCGFT), cataloging music on iTunes, consideration of how RDA and FRBR will change cataloging practices, and cataloging practices related to ethnographic field recordings.92 Thornburg and Oskins
enumerate the use of Global Library Manifestation Identifier (GLIMIR) identification numbers in the OCLC Extended WorldCat set to collocate records on music materials. 93 Riley describes Variations/FRBR, an IMLS grant-funded project at Indiana University, and covers lessons learned in implementing the FRBR conceptual model for existing data in a music digital library and the work done to identify FRBR Works from MARC and roles for FRBR Group 2 entities as part of the FRBRization process. 94 A special issue of *Fontes Artes Musicae* was devoted to music cataloging and RDA. 95 Harden outlines the development of RDA, FRBR, genre/form and medium terms to be used as “subjects,” and a possible development of a new encoding standard to replace MARC. 96 Cato’s article outlines different cataloging practices in various European countries, how they might change if RDA is adopted, and how IFLA may help in shaping various cataloging practices. 97 McKnight describes the work of the LC Music Genre/Form Project Group to create a thesaurus of genre and form terms to develop a prototype thesaurus. 98 Maurer, McCutcheon, and Schwing describe Kent State University Library’s ETD cataloging process that combines contributions from authors, catalogers and a systems application. 99 The researchers found that “authors can supply accurate and findable metadata, that the ETDcat application can transmit and manipulate that metadata in ways that improve findability, and that catalogers’ contributions improve findability.” 100 In a similar exploration of workflow and record enhancement, Howard and Goldberg detail how they transformed metadata from the simpler DC to the more granular MARC using the WorldCat Digital Collection Gateway. 101

**Discovery Services**

In recent years, the library community has focused attention on “next-generation” catalogs (NGCs) and web-scale discovery tools. Both are designed to help library catalogs break away from traditional OPACs by incorporating more search features, providing interface enhancements, and, particularly for web-scale tools, bringing article content together with traditional library catalog data for a single unified search index. This review includes articles on the intersection of discovery services and bibliographic control, with topics covering theoretical considerations, implementation decisions, and user studies. A theoretical article by Schultz-Jones et al. considers how the quality of cataloging choices and cataloger judgment will affect NGCs. 102 The authors synthesize studies that highlight quality of cataloging in the past few years and pose the question that if catalogers did not use resources or tools to make good cataloging decisions, then “what assurance is there that they will understand how an NGC provides the user with more layers of discovery based on the data already present in the system?” 103 Barton and Mak consider the prospect of NGCs and the consolidation of access to all library collections through a single search box. 104 While the authors are hopeful that the ideal next generation catalogs will weave silos of information together with enhanced navigation and usability in one portal for access, they wonder how libraries will manage the vast amounts of metadata from diverse sources, and how RDA/FRBR implementation of catalogs will be affected by the influx of external data.

Case studies of discovery service implementation were common. Han describes the implementation and integration of VuFind and Easy Search at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Graves and Dresselhaus detail work done at the Old Dominion University Library to implement WorldCat Local, and Daniels and Roth share their experiences of implementing Summon at Grand Valley State University in 2009. 105 These articles detail the steps taken at each library during the migration, including clean-up work, MARC-mapping processes, and ensuring accurate representation of library holdings in the services.

The single search box option to search a broad range of library materials and ease of use offered by discovery tools has revolutionized the end user’s search and discovery experience, but unexpectedly changed cataloging functions. Surveying and interviewing libraries implementing NGCs, Wynne and Hanscom determined that catalogers were actively involved in the implementation process and in data maintenance and clean-up activities, and worked with vendors to correct data. 106 This allowed catalogers to become active participants to improve access, collaborate with other units, and to demonstrate their value to the community. Harpel-Burke’s article reports on the results of a survey of academic libraries that implemented discovery systems, both NCG and web-scale. 107 The respondents were split in opinion on whether discovery systems exposed errors or suppressed OPAC data, indicating that libraries are unsure about the future of catalog maintenance and authority control activities while using discovery systems.

User studies on the effects of cataloging decisions, enhancements to data, and bibliographic control processes were also represented in the literature. Studies by Walsh, Denton and Coysh, and Skinner evaluated NGCs. 108 Their findings report that although enhanced catalog records or NGCs offered better search experiences for users, they posed challenges in the discovery of known titles or items in a series or journal and displayed cataloging errors and problems in the legacy records. Bauer and Peterson-Hart did usability testing of two catalog interfaces for the use of subject headings in VuFind (faceted) and Orbis (non-faceted), running side-by-side at Yale University. 109 Subject heading facets did not increase the use of subject headings as users discovered VuFind records in Google and followed the link to VuFind. The authors speculate that “the usefulness
of YuFind may lie more in its ability to provide records to Google than its faceted navigation.\textsuperscript{110}

**Metadata Beyond RDA/AACR2 and MARC**

Exploration of metadata in a library setting beyond "traditional" cataloging using AACR2/RDA and MARC occupies a substantial portion of the literature. The articles covered here relate exclusively to descriptive metadata. Readers looking for a practical guide to metadata beyond AACR2/RDA and MARC will find Miller’s book, *Metadata for Digital Collections: A How-To-Do-It Manual*, to be an excellent place to start.\textsuperscript{111} It covers basic concepts like controlled vocabularies, resource description, and XML encoding, and provides in-depth coverage of three commonly used metadata schemes: DC, Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS), and Visual Resources Association (VRA) Core.

Workflow, metadata management, and transformation were frequent topics in the literature. Laursen, Christiansen, and Olsen describe the workflow for working with metadata for digital heritage collections developed at the State and University Library in Denmark.\textsuperscript{112} They recommend considering any available sources of metadata before choosing a scheme, and basing the workflow on the sources available. Both Martin, and Southwick and Lampert, note the utility of a data dictionary to clearly define metadata elements, provide guidelines and training for metadata creation.\textsuperscript{113} Walsh describes two projects at the OSU Library to create DC records for the university’s institutional repository: OSU Press’ open-access monographs and the oral history collections of the OSU Byrd Polar Research Center Archival Program.\textsuperscript{114} She describes the use of EXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) to transform MARC into DC.

Several articles describe the work performed at different institutions to select standards and cleanup existing metadata. Guza applies Greene and Meissner’s archival principle of “more product, less process” to encourage the appropriate balance between expediency and completeness in developing a metadata strategy for the digitization of the Century 21 Expositions Digital Collection at the Seattle Public Library.\textsuperscript{115} McBride describes the efforts at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to clean up and standardize the metadata of an older digital sheet music collection.\textsuperscript{116} However, Brodsky, interviewed by Tobar, rejects the importance of mapping and sharing metadata for a large multimedia digital collection of scores, concert programs, and videos used by the New York Philharmonic.\textsuperscript{117} Brodsky states, “The metadata is very specific and well-structured, so we don’t see the point in mapping it all to some other system that doesn’t mean anything to us.”

Reviews of metadata quality and consistency also appeared in the literature. Westbrook et al. describe an audit of DC metadata for digital collections in the University of Houston Digital Library, in which metadata were reviewed for completeness and inconsistencies to improve search and discovery.\textsuperscript{118} In a similar study, Lim and Liew examined images from sixteen institutions in New Zealand, reviewed metadata records and interviewed staff regarding their practices.\textsuperscript{119} They found that metadata was inconsistently applied across the organizations, hampering interoperability and cross-institutional access.

Some activities commonly described in metadata work—namely, transformation and harvesting—may no longer be necessary within a future of linked data and RDF. As Baker states, RDF provides “a linguistic basis for expressing and linking data . . . RDF provides a common second language into which local data formats can be translated and exposed . . . RDF triples do not require additional out-of-band information for their interpretation. In this sense, RDF data can be said to ‘speak for itself.’”\textsuperscript{120} While DC is already described using RDF, exactly how RDF triples will interact with each other is yet to be determined. As with the switch to RDA and the investigation of a replacement for MARC, metadata beyond RDA and MARC are also in flux.

**Workflows and Cooperative Cataloging**

The literature on workflows related to technical services falls into various areas, including batch processing of records and migration to new systems, clean-up projects for existing resources, digital resources workflows, and workflows developed through cooperative cataloging. Libraries are increasingly using batch processes to load bibliographic records and provide access to large collections of materials. Mugridge and Edmunds report on a survey by the ALCTS Directors of Large Research Libraries Interest Group that gauges how members managed batchloading activities.\textsuperscript{121} The responses detail the staffing, management processes, and frustrations over current workflows for getting the records into the catalog, and point out challenges, such as poor record quality or library systems that cannot manage the volume of records. Young performed a survey of batchloading practices that included a wider range of respondents from three different email discussion lists, and found similar frustrations with the batchload process.\textsuperscript{122} Both surveys indicate that respondents believe that batchloading will increase in the future. Mugridge and Edmunds’ article notes two areas for further research that may affect the future amount of batchloading: how discovery systems will impact the need to batchload records, and identifying the kinds of assessment necessary to ensure that batchloading has improved the discovery of library materials.

Collaborations among various departments within the library appear to be a trend in developing new workflows
to offer better discovery experiences to users. The Special Collections Department and Access Services Unit at the University of North Carolina-Charlotte’s J. Murrey Atkins Library undertook a project in which Access Services staff were trained to create DC descriptive metadata records for digital photographs, maps, and oral histories.\(^\text{121}\) Evans and Tilton describe how academic libraries can work with satellite units on campus to provide access to specialized collections without overwhelming existing cataloging staff.\(^\text{124}\) In their example, the University Libraries at Bowling Green State University, rather than attempting to incorporate the material directly into the catalog, provided their knowledge and expertise to the design of a separate lightweight system for a collection of VHS cassettes and DVDs for the Dr. Ralph H. Wolfe Viewing Center.

In recent years, the integration of non-MARC metadata into traditional cataloging workflows has gained momentum. The University of Montana cataloging department created metadata for a digital project, Natives of Montana Archival Project (NOMAP).\(^\text{125}\) Keenan discusses some of the problems of integrating metadata creation into the department, and notes that new skills such as “graphic design, data structure, and experience with relational databases are becoming just as important to potential catalogers as attention to detail and an understanding of cataloging and indexing.”\(^\text{126}\)

A catalog at the regional level can reduce redundancy in work, especially when a bibliographic record serves more than one library. Preston provides an account of workflows and challenges in a case study of cooperatively cataloging e-book collections by OhioLink libraries.\(^\text{127}\) Martin et al. present a case study of managing cataloging guidelines for e-resources for the Consortium of Academic and Research Libraries in Illinois (CARLI) shared catalog, I-Share.\(^\text{128}\) In the aptly named article, “10% Wrong for 90% Done: A Practical Approach to Collection Deduping,” Hamby discusses the challenge of identifying and merging duplicate records in a new open-source consortial integrated library system for the South Carolina Library Evergreen Network Delivery System (SC LENDS).\(^\text{129}\) The consortium developed an algorithm that matched bibliographic records 90 percent of the time. Other consortiums using the Evergreen ILS have been able to use and expand upon the same code developed by SC LENDS.

Cataloging Education and Careers in Cataloging

The role of catalogers and cataloging are in a state of flux with the introduction of a new cataloging code and cataloging syntax, although with long-term trends toward less cataloger-specific education and fewer cataloging positions in libraries. The debates over whether libraries need catalogers, the necessity of cataloging education, and the future of cataloging continue. Joseph Miller, interviewed by Marcus, stresses his belief that ALA should include a cataloging component as an accreditation requirement: “Not every librarian needs to know how to do original cataloging, but every librarian needs to know the basics of data structure, bibliographic description, and subject analysis.”\(^\text{120}\) In the book, Conversations with Catalogers in the 21st Century, essays by Hill and Hall-Ellis underscore the importance of including cataloging in the broader context of information organization courses in LIS programs and suggest how education can be improved for catalogers.\(^\text{131}\) Hill reasons that lack of exposure, lack of required cataloging courses in LIS programs, and reliance upon adjuncts instead of full-time faculty to teach cataloging courses are some of the reasons why fewer students are drawn to cataloging. However, Hall-Ellis is optimistic about the offerings of LIS programs that include fundamental information organization as a core course, and specialized courses in description, classification, authority control, indexing, and thesaurus construction.

Technology has changed the method of LIS education from more didactic face-to-face education to online courses, webinars, and reading or writing blogs and wikis. Cataloging and Classification Quarterly published a special issue on “Online Delivery of Cataloging and Classification Education and Instruction” that explored how to deliver cataloging and classification instruction effectively in the online environment.\(^\text{132}\) Articles cover the range of developing appropriate curriculum, learning technologies, and methods for teaching online courses; assessment of course material; and online methods for on-the-job-training.\(^\text{133}\)

As technical services departments experience changes in functions and daily operations due to shrinking budgets, the merging of acquisitions and cataloging departments, and increasing use of vendor records, support staff have started assuming more original cataloging responsibilities and are undergoing significant training. This is evident in Gelber and Kandarashcheva’s case study of how copy catalogers at Columbia University Library were trained in the Name Authority Cooperative Program (NACO) to catalog belles lettres materials, including the creation of the associated name headings and call numbers.\(^\text{134}\)

Finally, there were essays on the future of the cataloging profession that are worth mentioning. Hoffman writes very thoughtfully on the future of cataloging using Abbott’s theory of “The System of Professions,” which considers how technology can create or destroy new work and compel competing professions to fight for the same work.\(^\text{135}\) Hoffman uses this theory to show how technology has created and destroyed cataloging work and believes that e-resources and metadata librarians compete with catalogers for new areas of professional work such as institutional repositories or electronic collections. Similarly, in “Is There a Future for
Library Catalogers?" Cerbo implies that catalogers need to extend their professional cataloging skills to accommodate e-resources and digital initiatives to keep themselves relevant.136

**Conclusion**

The cataloging and classification literature published in 2011–12 reveals that the cataloging community is preparing for a major shift, with a new cataloging code to be implemented, an impending new syntax for holding catalog data, and potentially a complete paradigm shift moving away from thinking about individual records to triples of information that can be linked together on the fly. The anxiety of the library community over the adoption and learning of RDA and its underlying model FRBR is apparent. The explosion of literature on RDA indicates that it is an area of utmost importance and relevance to the cataloging community as it prepares to embrace challenges of learning the new code and principles of FRBR, which will lead to significant changes in cataloging practices. LC’s new proposed framework, BIBFRAME, begins the transition away from MARC, which libraries have used for more than forty years.

The application of the FRBR family of models, including FRAD and FRSAD, to unfold relationships between flat and linear bibliographic data, various FRBR exploration studies, and studies FRBRizing library catalogs demonstrates that libraries are continuing to explore and experiment with the conceptual model. The FRBR family has received criticism for being too hierarchical within the Group One entities, and too long in the making. A new object-oriented approach, FRBBRo, has been proposed, which some view as a better fit for linked data.

Linked data projects have allowed bibliographic data to move beyond the library catalog and to be more accessible to the wider web and through the Linked Open Data Cloud. Extensive education is needed regarding linked data and the Semantic Web, though the principles of linked data and the Linked Open Data movement have gained a firm foothold. European libraries have been actively testing projects and developing prototypes following a linked data model, but one would expect to see more reports on US projects in coming years. As Scheuer says, linked data will expand discoverability, and create a host of possibilities for libraries to reuse their data to improve services and reach their users in new locations: “a linked data environment has no bounds.”137

Controlled vocabularies and authority control continued to play a prominent role in the literature during the review period, and perhaps even have gained in stature as libraries consider how to open their data to the wider world. Identifiers and contextual information about authors have grown in importance, as libraries share authority data through global projects such as VIAF, and pursue linked data solutions. While user-contributed terms and tags are not seen as a replacement for controlled vocabularies, studies in the literature acknowledge the complementary role that user-contributed metadata can provide to improve resource discovery. The coming years should see improvements in library systems to better take advantage of both traditional controlled vocabularies and user-contributed metadata.

Evaluation of cataloging was a small area of research in the literature published during 2011–12. A seminal contribution by Cronin and Stalberg offers seven operational definitions of the value of bibliographic control to help institutions measure and justify its cost. In the future, more research into this area on how and whether people measure the value and cost of bibliographic control is eagerly anticipated.

The evolution of the library catalog over the last few decades from card catalogs to OPACS to NGCs to web scale discovery services is evident in the literature. The library community appreciates the enhancements to the user discovery experience while at the same time grapples with the problems of diverse metadata and missing content. The impact of discovery systems on the need to batchload records for e-resources in the catalog will invite discussion at individual institutions. Finally, an upcoming trend is increased collaboration among various departments within the library to improve and develop new workflows both to gain efficiencies and to improve discovery.

Cataloging education and careers remains a well-represented subject in the literature. With the shifts in the catalog code and a movement toward linked data, the education of future catalogers and even what exactly a future cataloger will be, are likely to remain topics of genuine interest. As external data from library systems beyond the catalog and from vendor sources are incorporated into discovery systems and transformed into linked data, catalogers’ work and responsibilities have the potential to broaden. The future of cataloging remains uncertain, but these changes can also present an enormous opportunity. As Hoffman says, “Cataloging has the power to secure a place in the functional future; catalogers just need to claim the work.”138
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